Biologically plausible online PCA without recurrent neural dynamics
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Summary
Starting from a similarity matching objective function, we derive an
online algorithm for multi-component Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) with local Hebbian learning rules in which synaptic plasticity
and neural dynamics both occur on the same time scale.
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Theoretical results (offline)

Neural PCA based on similarity matching
without recurrent neural dynamics

Background
Early stages of information processing in the brain necessarily
involve some form of dimensionality reduction. It has been
hypothesized that this may be performed using PCA, which gives
the optimal linear subspace for reducing dimensionality of input
sensory data (and optionally whitening the result).

Step 0: input

Step 0: input

Numerical results (online)
•

Data parameters: n = 160, T = 409600, k nontrivial principal values linearly
spaced between 1 and 0.05, remaining singular values are all 0.0001

•

Error: subspace (Frobenius) error between neural filters and top subspace of X.

Neural dynamics (two-step)
Step 1: dynamics

Neural PCA from similarity matching [1,2]

Step 2: dynamics
Left: before convergence
Right: after convergence

Error (log scale)

Synaptic plasticity
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• Note that in component form we have, e.g.,
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• Components of y are projections onto individual principal vectors (fixed rotational degeneracy)

Discussion and extensions
• By starting with a different objective function, we can obtain a similar algorithm for the case of
unconstrained similarity matching [1], i.e., projection onto the principal subspace with no
whitening.

• Computing the neural dynamics requires matrix inversion, which is not local. To
implement biologically, need to apply matrix inverse using recurrent neural dynamics on
a substantially faster time scale compared to time scale of input.
• Synaptic plasticity only occurs after recurrent neural dynamics are resolved, so plasticity
is not occurring during most of the computation.
• Components of y are not projections onto individual principal vectors (due to rotational
degeneracy of solution). This makes decoding difficult downstream.
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(no real matrix inversion).

• Synaptic plasticity, neural dynamics, and input variation all occur on the same time scale

Synaptic plasticity
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• Instead of recurrent dynamics, during training we have two-step feed-forward dynamics with one
step of within-layer communication.

Neural dynamics
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Step 1: dynamics

• Biologically, the model predicts that lateral synaptic weights could be weak compared to feedforward weights, as long as the network is operating near equilibrium.
• To prove convergence of stochastic gradient dynamics in online algorithm, need more than
offline theorem — possible that recent results on Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) might
apply.
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